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Abstract.We reportthe discovery
of a largeanomalyin theisotopic
compositionof Mg in a Ca-AI rich chondrulefrom the Allendemeteorite.

Thisano•nalyis manifestindependently
of instrumental
fractionation
and

is due to an enrichmentof about 1.3 percentin 26Mg while the

non-lineareffects.For four or more isotopesthe assignment
of

the shift in abundance
is well definedif it appearsonly at one
mass number.

It is possible to obtain non-linear isotopic effects by

abundances
of 2sMgand24Mgareterrestrial
invalue.
There
isa strong extreme fractionation processeswhich might be attributed to
correlation
in thischondntle
between
the=6Mgexcess
andtheAI/Mgratio
sothat themostplausible
cause
of theanomalyisthein situdecayof now

extinct
26A1
(r« = 0.72x 106yr).Mineral
phases
extracted
froma

nuclear effects. For example, if a reservoirof oxygen enriched

by a factor of I0-100 in •60 were producedby isotopic
fractionation of normal solar systemmaterial, and were mixed
later with anotherreservoirof normal oxygen, then the mixture

Ca-Al-rich
aggreghte
havedistinctAI/Mgbut showidentical,
smallMg
anomalies
whichareapparent
aftercorrection
for fractionation
(626Mg=
0.35/). Thesedataindicatethat thisaggregate
wasisotopic,•lly
homo-

would

genizedin a highAI/Mgenvironment
afterthedecayof 26AI hadoccurred

processes
and might be interpreted as a nucleareffect.

or that some of the Mg anomaliesare due to effects other than in situ

A searchfor non-linearMg variationswas carried out by
Schramm,Teraand Wasserburg
{1970]. Theseworkersdeveloped the high sensitivityand high precisionprocedures
currently

decayof 26AI.

Measurements
of the isotopiccomposition
of manyele-

not be recognizable as the result of fractionation

in use for Mg and showedthat a wide variety of materialshad
no
non-linearvariationsto within 0.03 percent.The discovery
moon appearto be nearlyhomogeneous
in isotopiccomposition, althoughhighlyheterogeneous
in chemicalcomposition. in Allende of "high temperature" material [Marvin, Wood and
This suggests
that materialsfrom differentnucleosynthetic Dickey, 1970;Grossman,! 972] andof veryprimitiveSr [Gra3,,

ments have demonstratedthat the earth, meteoritesand the

sourceswere well mixedprior to the formationof planetary
bodies.It is possibleto searchfor and identifyvariations
in
isotopicabundances
relativeto a standard
or "normal"state,

e.g., the terrestrialabundances.
Suchvariationsmust reflect:

Papanastassiott
andWasserbttrg,
1973], andthediscovery
of the
• 60 anomalyby Clayton,Grossman,
andMayeda[ 1973] ledto
a new Mg search.Two groupsrecently reportedeffects in Mg
from inclusionsin Allende using a normalization relative to

[1974] foundanomalies
I) the preservation
of materialfrom distinctnucleosynthetic 25Mg/24Mg.Lee andPapanastassiott
in a numberof inclusions
with fi26Mgrangingfrom -0.2% to
+0.3% and Grav and Compston[1974] found an anomalyof

processes
prior to the formationof the solarsystem;or

2) the modificationof "normal"isotopicabundances
by

•i26Mg= +0.4%.Sincetheseeffectsare comparable
to, or

nuclearor physico-chemical
processes
in the solarsystem.
Most of the isotopicvariationswhich havebeendetectedare

attributedto thesecond
typeandresultfromradioactive
decay,
nuclearreactionsin the solarsystem,or isotopicfractionation

withinthe solarsystem.
However,
variations
in Ne reported
by
Black [1972] and in O by Clayton,Grossman
and Mayeda
[1973] havebeeninterpreted
as due to the first type and
restiltingfrom incorporation
of interstellardustgrainsinto solar

systemmaterialsin a mannerwhich preserves
the isotopic
characterof distinct nucleosynthetic
sources.Many of the
variations in isotopic abundanceswhich occur in nature restlit

from fractionationof normalmaterialsby physico-chemical
and
biologicprocesses.
The smoothisotopicabundancepatterns
resultingfrom smallfractionationprocesses
arereadilyrecogniz-

able and are found in natureand as a resultof laboratory
procedures
and instrumental
effects.The relationship
for small
fi•actionation
for a chemical
elementisgivenapproximately
by

smallerth9n, instrumentalfractionationeffects it was impossible to determinewhetherthe positive626Mg shiftswere due

to an excess
of 24Mgor 26Mgor a depletionof 25Mg. The
negativeeffect could not be attributed to an excessof 26Mg.

As wewill beconsidering
evidence
that someof the isotopic
effectsare due to in situ decayof 26AI, let us considerthe basic
relationships.Supposethat a short lived nuclide(e.g., 26A1)
were presentat some stagein the solar nebula.If fi sample

which condensedfrom the solar nebula was isotopically
homogeneousin the constituent mineral phasesand if these

phaseswere preserveduntil the present,then the isotopic
abundance
of Mg in the differentphases(p) wouldbegivenby

(26
Mg/24
Mg)p
=(26
Mg/24
Mg)o
+(26
Ai/2
?A1)o
(2?A1/24
Mg)p (1)
This is the basic isochron equation for an extinct nuclide.

is(Stopes
of massnumbersi and], Ro
. thenormal
. ando••s
.
i. •s
ratio

(26Mg/24
Mg)oand(26Ai/2?Al)oaretheisotopic
ratios
in the
inclusion
at thelasttime(0) ofhomogenization.
Phases
(p')of

much largerthan instrumentaleffects,it is possibleto identify

parcel of the local solarnebula (LSN) would give

whichisotopes
areenriched
or depleted.
However,
in many
casesthe magnitudeof the effectsis comparableto, or smaller
than, instrumentalfractionation.For thesecases,identification

(26Mg/24Mg)p,=
[(26
Mg/24Mg)o
+(26Al/27AI)o(2?AI/2nMg)i_SN(1-e-Xr)]
+(26
ml/27Al)o
e-Xr(2
?A1/24
Mg)p
,

of an isotopicabundanceshift is basedon the recognitionof
differencesin isotopicabundances
relative to the pattern

This isochroncorresponds
to both a different slopeand initial
26Mg/24Mg thanequation( 1).

generatedby small fractionationeffects. Isotopic abundance

Sample Description. We have continued our search for
isotopic variations in a wider variety of inclusionsand •nineral
phases.A largefragment(BG2) wasprovidedby A. Burlingame.

R::/R..ø..= 1 + o•(i-j) where R.. is the abundance ratio of the
•

•J

'

73,

thefractionation
factorperunitm•ss
difference.
Forvariations

shiftswhichare not the productof a smalldegree
of isotopic
fractionation,
e.g., due to diffusionor chemicalphenomena,
have been called "nuclearanomalies".It would perhapsbe
better to call suchvariationsnon-linearisotopiceffects.For
smalleffects,for an elementwith only three isotopes,it is not
possibleto dctcrmi•cuniqttelythe isotoperesponsible
for tl•e

",Th•
firsttwo
paragraph•
ofthi•paper
w•r•omitted
from
th•
,January1976i•u• du• to an owmightby th• AOU Office.

another inclusion which formed at a later time r froIn the same

This yieldeda distinctivebuff-whitespherical
inclusion(BG2-6)
about 2ram diameter with a grain size typically • 2/•m and
largercrystalsup to 20 t•m. Thischondrulewasstrikinglyzoned
with the grainsizeincreasing
toward the center.Samplestaken
from near the exteriorwereidentifiedasgrossular
by electron
microp.robeand x-ray diffraction (Table 1). Coarsergrained
sampleswere identified by electron microprobe as close to
hedenbergite(CaFeSi2O6). X-ray diffraction data are consistent

Copyright¸1976 by The American
Geophysical
Union

with this identification.SampleAAI was kindly providedby
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Table1.Quantitative
Electron
Microprobe
Analyses
a

Grossular
SiO2
TiO2
A1203
Cr203

CaFeSi206

39.12
0.11
23.88
0.14

extensive data ()n norlnals to establish tl•e range of our

Hedenbergite Hibonite
b Spinel
b

Ca3A12Si3Ol
2

CaA1,2019 MgA!204

48.27

48.57

45.59

0.23

0.03

0.02

0.10

3.62

0.1

8.88

87.19

66.0

<0.01

0.16

<0.01

0.16

<0.01

<0.01

n.d.c

n.d.

FeO

0.53

28.11

25.01

21.11

0.05

3.0

MnO

<0.0 l

0.35

<0.01

<0.01

n.d.

n.d.

MgO

0.59

CaO

37.25

Na20
Sum

0.02
101.7

0.05

0.02

0.09

2.24

23.6

23.22

27.96

24.75

8.08

0.!

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

n.d.

n.d.

100.2

l 01.7

100.4

101.4

in Allende

92.8

ilastrt•1nental

fr,ictionation.

it is well known

tl•at tl•e observance

of very limited variations in raw isotopic ratios during a given
run offers no assurance that the run is not subject to
fractionation.

Thestandard
deviations
oD5' øD6of thedistribution
fo,'all

runs

on

normals

and

the

minimum

and

maximum

values

obtainedare givenin Table 2. The distributionfor 2sMg/24Mg
appearsto be Gaussian.The distributionfor 26Mg/24Mg shows
a marked positive skewness.From this variety of experiments
we

conclude

that

the

instrumental

fractionation

is

well

described by the parameters for normals. Ratios from an
individual run which differ from normal values by moe than
the 30• values determined for the normal samples, are

aWeightpercent.Analysisof grossular
and hedenbergite
from BG2-6;

resolvable
fromnormal
Mg.Weconclude
thatif the2sMg/24
Mg

grains
ongraphite
disc.Cn.d.= not determined.

observed
standard
deviation
0Ds in thenormalrunsandif the

hibonite
andspinel
analyses
arefromAA1residue.
tSUnpolished
small

C. Gray and W. Compston. We pursuedthe study of CI, a melilitefassaitechondrule containing spinel [see Gray et al., 1973 ].

Procedttres.All procedureswere as reported in Lee and
Papanastassiou [ 1974] referred to as L & P. We dissolved two
separate pieces of BG2-6,A and B. Some material from BG2-6

(• l/.tg) was directly loadedon a filament.A split of AA! was
dissolved. After dissolution of BG2-6A and AAI sinall residues
remained. Seventy-four grains from the BG2-6A residue were

analyzedsemi-quantitatively
usingan energydispersive
x-ray
detectoron the electronmicroprobe;60% of the grainswere
rich in Mg and A1 with sinall amounts of Fe while the rest were

rich in A l, Ca and Ti. Of 100grainsfrom the residueof AA1,
20% were rich in Mg and A I and 80% were rich in AI, Ca and
•Fi. Quantitative microprobe analysis of the AA! and BG2-6A

residuesrevealedthat the Mg and AI rich phase is spinel
(MgA1204) while the Ca, Ti and AI phase is hibonite,
CaAI• 20, 9 (Table 1). From grain countswe estimateAI/Mg of
the BG2-6A

residue as 3.5 + 1 and that of AA1 as 9.5 + 2. For

other samplesA1 and Mg were determined by atomic absorption
and isotope dilution.

ScatteredA I ions contribute to the backgroundof 24Mg
EL&P, 1974]. Extensive tests were performed for directly
loaded sampleswhich typically show a high intensity 2-•A!
beam. After correction for fractionation, using the procedures

of L & P (1974), the 26Mg/24Mgof directlyloadedsamples
was
too low by 0.15%. We haveincreased
26Mg/24Mg for directly
loadedsamplesby 0. ! 5%. The conclusions
of this paperare not
sensitive to tl•is correction.

/solo/fit' Restdts Wilhottl Norntalizaliott. Fig. 1 sliowsI•istograms for all runs of BG2-6 and AAI without fractionation
corrections. Results for CI are also shown I L&P,
1974, and
present work]. Each entry in the histograms is the mean of
every set of ten sequential ratios taken throughout the run. We

show all data on normal samplesover the past two years.These
consist of 25 runs yielding 396 sets of ten ratios on reagent
MgO, terrestrialperidotite and spinel,and a total sampleof the
chondrite Guarena. The variation in normal samplesis due to
instrumental fractionation. The fractionation during a singlerun

ratios agree with the mean normal value to well within the

26Mg/24Mg ratios differ from normal by significantlymore

than30D6, thentheisotopic
anomaly
isreasonably
assignable

to 26Mg.
The data in Table 2 and Fig. 1 'show that' l)both BG2-6

s',,mples
have2sMg/24
Mgwhicharewellwithin!OD3fromthe

Inean of the normals;2)both sampleshave26Mg/2"Mgwhich

exceedthemeanof thenormals
by 8OD6;and3)the minimum

valueof 26Mg/24Mgobservedfor any set on thesesamples
is

slightly greater than the maximum value for all normal sets.
Therefore, we conclude that sample BG2-6 shows essentially

normal2sMg/24Mg andhasa distinctexcessin 26Mg.

Forsample
AA! themeanfor2sMg/24
Mglieswithin!oD5
of themeanof normal
runs;themeanfor2sMg/24
Mgis4oD6
greater

than for

Sample Sets
Normals
BG2-6A

396
16

Mean-*O
a

min

0.12475+13
0.12486_* 3

runs. tlowever,

the minimum

and

maximum26Mg/24Mg for normalruns.Thesedataarestrongly
suggestive
of an excessin • 6Mg but the argt•lnentsare not as
cogent as for BG2-6. Gray and ('ompston 119741 used tl•ei1'

data on AAI to arguefor an excessin 26Mg o|' ().4t,)•despite
extensive instrumental isotopic fractionation

of ß 1.5% in

26Mg/24Mg.Their rangeof fractionationis a factorof 2.5 times

greaterthanour resolution
in 26Mg/24Mg
(3oD6 = 0.6%,

Table 2). Our analyses confirm their normalized data for this
sample. }towever, it is clear that their results do not permit tl•e

assignment
of theisotopic
st•t in AAI toanexcess
in26Mg

rather than an excessin 24Mg or a deficiencyin 25Mg. This
discussion is not intended to obfuscate their independent
discovery of a Mg isotopic effect.
Unnormalized Mg ratios of C1 were previously found.to be
significantly fractionated in four experiments. At that time we
were not certain that large instrumental fractionation could be
excluded EL & P 1974]. We have further analyzed the insoluble

residueof C I by direct loadingand after fusion followedby
chemistry. These analysesshow the same large fractionation as

the soluble part of C1 (Table 2). These observationscoupled
3o

½
TO
164

'

'

d

II

NORMAL

varies much less than from run to run so that we shall use the
Table 2. Un-normalizedMg Ratios
asMg? • Mg

normal

maximum 26Mg/24Mg for AAI are within the bound of the

'
'
AL'LENDE
INCLUSIONS

UNNORMALIZED
RATIOS_
I

[•] NORMAL

20

[] BG2-6

• sMg/a• Mg

_

illl Cl

max

Mean-+O
a

min

max

0.12440

0.12540
0.12491

0.13569ñ27
0.13770_* 7

0.13529

0.12483

0.13759

0.13734
0.13784

•0

I BG2-6& AAI OVERLAP

14b 0.12464+ 5 0.12458 0.12472 0.13719_+100.13699 0.13745
BG2-6B
AAI
CI

15
16

0.12481_*
0.12491_*

5
8

0.12474
0.12478

0.12493
0.12504

0.13779ñ16
0.13672_.19

0.13766
0.13653

0.13830
0.13728

18

0.12479_*

9

0.12471

0.12513

0.13644ñ25

0.13629

0.13741

0.12832

0.12881

0.14370ñ22

0.14347

0.14442

60

ClbCRes 15
CldRes 10

0.12850-•10

0.12840_*7 0.12856 0.12832 0.14328_+170.14310 0.14373
0.12878ñ12 0.12858 0.12897 0.14436+_310.14407 0.14486

Normals

Number of Setse

<-3OI) <-20D <-OD [-OD,+OD] >OD >20D >30D
•SMg? •Mg 396
•Mg/anMg 396

0
0

2
1

57
61

276
230

63
105

14
32

2
10

012475
20-

88

•0
0

-1

25Mg/24M(]
(PERCENT)

TO NORMAL

•
o

B•G
2-6

•,
t

0.13569

2

I

I

I

3

4

5

[]
6

26Mg/24Mg
(PERCENT)

aStandard
deviation
of thedistribution.
bHigh
AI signal
during
mass
spectrometer
d
e

Fig. 1. Histograms
of un-normalized
Mg ratios.Eachentry corresponds
to
the meanof a set of ten ratios.Note that Mg which is fractionatedfrom

tionof setsin different
intervals;
e.g.entryunder"<-2OD"isthetotalnumber
of
sets
whose
value
islowerthanthegrand
mean
minus
2o'D.

the 26M•/2'•Mgenrichment
(similarto CI).

run. CResidue
directlyloadedon filament Residue
fusedandprocessedDistribu-

the normalvalues
wouldshowa 2SMg/2'•Mg
enrichment
halfaslargeas

26Mg
Excess
in Allende

Lee et al.

Table3. Normalized
Analytical
Results
a

(26AI/: 7AI)

Sample

26Mg/enMg
b•7Ai/anMg
o
20errors:6MgExcess
percent
xIOn

BG2-6A

0.14164+

3

1.31+0.02

0.14 ! 59+_ 3

1.28+-0.02

32

Residue
c 0.14007+6d 0.19+0.04
d
BG2-6B

0.14186+

BG2-6C
f

0.14160+20
d 1.3 +0.I d

6

AAI

0.14049+- 4

0.49+0.03

0.14052+

0.51+0.04

6

(4.4)e

0.58

(0.60)

1.47+0.04

effects.

The question of normalization requires attention particularly for large fractionation effects. As pointed out by Schramm

0.53

15g

0.38g

the value of Catanzaro, Murphy, Garner and Shields [1966].

(12)e

(0.51)

Our normalized26Mg/24Mg for normalsagreeswith that of

for normalsas correctedfor fractionation.CResidue
directlyloadedon

filament
andcorrected
(seetext).dHighAI signal
during
mass
spectrometer run. eEstimatebasedon graincountsusingelectronmicroprobe.

fMini-chip
directly
loaded
onfilament.
gDatum
fr9mGrayandCompston
(1974).hResidue
wasfusedandthenprocessed.
ICalculated
asif dueto
in situ26Ai decay.
of the unnormalized

ratios

for normal Mg permit the clear identification of significantly
fractionated Mg in C 1.

Schramm et al. [1970]. A redetermination of the absolute
isotopic composition of Mg appears to be necessary.

Discussion. The observed large non-linear isotopic shifts in

Mg can be assignedto a definite excessof 26Mg whereasthe
24Mg and 2SMg abundancesare approximately normal.
Correlationof the excess26Mg with A1/Mg in differentphases
of the sarneinclusionprovidesstrongevidencethat the 26Mg is
producedby the in situ decayof 26A1 addedto solarsystem
material with normal Mg composition and that the correlation
on an AI-Mg evolution diagram represents an internal isochron

for BG2-6. In contradistinction,the identicalb26Mg for the
two samplesof B30 with different AI/Mg could be an indication
that some of the non-linear Mg effects are not due to an excess

Resultsafter Normalization. We concludethat for BG2-6 we

may assign
the non-linear
isotopiceffectto an excess
of 26Mg
and plausiblyassume
that 2sMg/24Mg is normal.The normalized resultsare shown in Table 3. Two samplesof BG2-6A are
in agreementand sampleB showsa similarbut distinctly higher
excess,which is attributed to sampleheterogeneity.
To compareMg isotopic effects on different phasesfrom
the same inclusion, acid insoluble residues were analyzed

(Table3). The spinel-rich
residueof BG2-6hasa small26Mg
excesswhich is apparent after normalization. These resultsshow
that different phasesof this inclusion are isotopically heterogeneous and that this heterogeneity is correlated with the
A I/Mg ratio. The data are displayed on a Mg-AI evolution
diagram (Fig. 2). The acid insoluble residue and bulk AA1
inclusion show identical Mg anomalies and the two fractions
have similar AI/Mg. These data are compatible with the presence

in the two inclusionsof normal2SMg/•4Mg and of 26Ai with
an initially uniform 26A1/2• A 1. The unnormalizeddata for
BG2-6 indicate an initial 26Mg/24Mg value close to modern
terrestrial.If we interpret the two data pointsof BG2-6 as an
internalisocl•rondue to the in situ decayof 26Ai we obtain
2'7

to determine if tl•is is truly a non-linear effect due to nuclear
effects or if it is the result of incorrect normalization for large

13

B30
0.14019+3 0.27+0.02
10.4
10.37]
Residue
h 0.14022+
6 0.30+-0.04
5.2
[0.81
]
aNorrnalized
to 2SMg/2'•Mg
= 0.12663.
b.Using
26Mg/2'•Mg
= 0.139805

26

inclusions.Following L& P [1974l, CI has a negative26Mg
anomaly of 0.2% after normalizationof 2SMg/24Mg.As this
negativeanomalycannotbe due to 26Ai ' it will be important

et al. [ 1970], their normalized26Mg/24Mg did not agreewith

Residue
c 0.14042
+ 6d 0.44+0.04
d

distribution

fractionation. We conclude that significant isotopic fractionation processeswere active during the formation of someAllende

fractionation

0.41 +0.01 g

with the better defined

111

4

( A1/ Al)o -- 0.6x10-. The datafor AAI lie in this
isochron
andareconsistent
withthesame
(• • A1/2• A1)0.
Fromthevalueof (26AI/27AI)owe maycalculate
the
changein 26Mg/24Mg in the reservoirfrom which the samples
came. assuming that A1/Mg is near the solar value 0.08. The

total shift of 26Mg/24Mg dueto the subsequent
decayof 26A 1
after the reference time defined by BG2-6 is 0.005%. If the
26 A1 abundance were higher at an earlier time by a factor of
ten, then the effect would be 0.05%. This shows that

of 26Mg. Ilowever,the B30 datacanbeexplainedby the decay
of 26Ai if we assumethat B30 remaineda closedsystembut
that the phases reached isotopic equilibrium, possibly by

melting,after the 26A 1 haddecayed.
It is possiblethat the correlation line for BG2-6 is a mixing
line resulting from the presenceof an Al rich phase containing

highlyenriched 26Mg and a phaselow in A I andcontaining
normal solar systemMg. In this case26A1 would be a fossil
nuclide at the time of incorporationin the solarsystem.The A I
rich host phasescould represent aggregatesof circumstellar dust
grains condensed from ejecta of th e' central star which formed

rapidly after the nucleosynthesisof 26A1 ill the star. This
model is constructed to permit the preservation of fossil
anomalies and may be tested by a search for other isotopic
anomalies which would be associated with 26A1 nucleosynthesisand would be trapped in A I rich condensates.

If BG2-6 does not contain preserved extra-solar material

then26Ai musthavebeenmadein the solarsystemor freshly
synthesized
26AI wasaddedto the solarsystemimmediately
before

26A1 with materials with solar A1/Mg would mask any
Let us now assume that all of the non-linear Mg effects so

started.

The

time

interval

between

tile

more than a few million years based on the calculated

(26A1/2• AI)o andanyplausible
production
mechanism
for
26A1 [c.f., Schramm,1974]. The contribution of the last

addition of material to the total production for a stable nuclide

made in tl•e sameprocessas 26A1 couldbe significant.For
example,if 26A1 is synthesizedalong with 2VA1 with a

recrystallization
effectswhichequilibrate
26Mgproduced
from
enrichment.

condensation

26A1 producingeventand the formationof BG2-6cannotbe

NCUUSONS

,.o-

A

-

far reportedare due to an excessof 26Mg. If all of the isotopic
effectsare due to the presence
of 26AI in normalmaterial,then
the deviations of these data points from the isochronof BG2-6

would correspond
to an intervalin time of 1.4xl06 years.It
should be possibleto obtain a time resolution of 70,000 years

in the earlysolarsyste•nusing26A 1.
B30 is an aggregatethat showeda /j26Mg= 0.3% [L & P,

Oq

00fher
• Residue

1974]. We have analyzed the acid insoluble residue of B30 after
fusion and chemical separation. The residue shows

b26Mg = 0.3% although its AI/Mg is one-half that of the bulk
sample.This result differs markedly from the strongcorrelation
of AI/Mg and isotopic effects observedin BG2-6.
Sample C1 is unique in that the unnormalized data show
marked enrichment in 2SMg and 26Mg relative to 24Mg

the correlationline for •30 which has essentiallyzero slope and much

(Fig. 1). The general pattern appearsto be one of large isotopic

higher
initial26Mg/24Mg.

io

•o

3o

27•1/•4M9
Fig. 2. AI-Mg evolutiondiagramfor Allende samples.The correlationline

forBG2-6
yields
(26Al/2*A!)0
= 0.6x 10-4 andcontrasts
sharply
with
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production
ratio26A1/a'•A1
• 10'a, andif the(26AI/2?A1)0

of BG2-6 is representative of the solar system, then the last

minute spikewhich providedthe 26A1 musthavecontributed
at least5% of the 2?A1 in t!•esolarsystem.
Xe anomaliesdue to •291 and 244pu decays[Re?•olds,

The presentwork demonstratesthe existenceof a 26Mg
excessand showsthe correlation of this excesswith the A1/Mg
ratio in the sameinclusion.These observationscan be explained

1960; Royce and Kuroda, 1965] require addition of r-process

by the in sitttdecayof 26A 1. Anotherinclusionshowsthe same
small (526Mgfor phaseswith different A1/Mg which can be
explainedby reinairingafter the decayof 26A1. However,the

material to the solar systemabout 2 x l0 s years before Xe

general pattern of Mg isotopic anomalies is not yet shown to be

retention in meteorites [ c.f., Schramm and Wasserburg.1971 ].

fully consistentwith the 26A1 hypothesisand an apparently
negative 2•,Mg anomaly was obtained which cannot be
explainedby 26A1. A large natural fractionationeffect has

The observed Xe anomalies in Allende

[Podo,sek and Leu,is,

1972] and the very short half life of 26AI requirethat either
the

26A1

event and the

•29I

and 244pu

events were

been found for Mg isotopes.The resolutionof the O anomaly

independentor that Xe retention started"-2 x 10* yearsafter

and its relation with Mg effects are still eluding us.

condensation
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of A 1-rich materials.

If 26A1 is made in the solarsystem,the bombardmentof
A1, Si and Mg by protons with energy greater than 10 Mev
seemsto be the most plausible mechanismas first discussedby
barrier, Greenstein and Hoyle [ 1962]. Some workers have
interpreted the Mg effects as due to proton irradiation in the
solar system (D. }teymann, private communication). The mini-

mum proton fluenee needed to produce the observed26A1
abundanceis "•102o/cm2 [seeSchramm,1971, andReedyand
Arc,old, 19721. If proton irradiation occurred in the nebula
prior to condensation, then only a small fraction of the nebula
could be irradiated by any single source of protons since the
range of protons is limited due to shielding by gas. In this case

the(26A1/2?A1)0 valuereported
herewould
notbeanaver.
age

value for the solar system but a lower limit for the irradiated
material. A "uniform irradiation" model implies short range
accelerating mechanisms operating throughout the whole gas
cloud which could generate high energy protons over large
regions or continuous mixing of the whole nebula during the
irradiation. If irradiation of condensed debris occurred (a la
FGH) the shielding problem is avoided. In this case other
isotopic effects due to spallation should be present in Allende
unless remixing occurred. The effects of secondary neutrons
generated in proton reactions depend on the specificconfiguration of the target material. It is interesting to note that a pure

•60 componentcan also be generatedwith intenseproton
irradiation. The appropriate proton energy range for a complete
destruction of •'•O and •80 without significantdepletion of
• 60 is between 4 and 9 Mev. In principle the O anomaly could

be causedby mixing this •O
normal

and •80 poor materialwith

material.

If the 26Mg effectsare due to in situ 26A1 decay, then
effects due to other short-livednuclidesare possible[Lee et al.,

1975].S3Mndecays
into$3Crwithr« = 3.7x!06years.It is

producedabundantlyin the spallationof s6Fe by protonsof
energysimilarto that requiredfor 26Al production[Reed),and

Arnold, 1972]. Further, if • 6A1 were a late additionof newly
synthesizedstellar material and if that material also contained
Fe groupnucleithen s3Cr shouldshowpronouncedisotopic
effectsbecauseall S3Cr is thoughtto be producedas s3Mn in
nucleosynthesisof the Fe group [see Bodansky, Clayton and

Clayton. This work was supportedby NSF MPS 71-02670 A05 and by
NASA NGL 05-002-188. A summaryof this work waspresentedat the

1975wintermeeting
of theAmerican
Physical
Society.[Leeet. al., 1975].
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